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Looking for ? Freshii hours? Find here the latest coupons, phone number and store hours for
Freshii on Rice Howard Way A Street in Edmonton.
Location of Freshii, Downtown, Edmonton; Freshii on Google Maps; Directions to Freshii on
Zomato. Freshii map. Rice Howard Way, Edmonton. Freshii Edmonton; Freshii, Downtown;
Get Menu, Reviews, Contact, Location, Phone Number, Rice Howard Way, Edmonton, AB
T5J. Rice Howard Way. Rice Howard Way A Street NW Edmonton, T5J 0R5 · +1 ·
ricehoward@bootzer.com Freshii - Edmonton - phone number, website & address - AB Restaurants. Freshii Rice Howard Way Freshii welcomes you to their establishment. They are.
18 reviews of Freshii I enjoy going to this location as it is close to work. and field greens with
kalamata olives, tomatoes, antipasto - filling in a healthy way. . I had the Baja burrito, I was
pleased to see quinoa (instead of rice) in there:).
Welcome @freshii to Downtown Edmonton! Now open on Rice Howard Way, 2nd store on
Jasper coming soon. freshii @freshii 18 Mar More. Copy link.
Use your Uber account to order delivery from Freshii (Rice Howard Way) in Edmonton.
Browse the menu, view popular items, and track your order.
Find Freshii Rice Howard Way in A St NW, Edmonton, Alberta T5J 0R5. Visit to learn more.
All info on Freshii in Edmonton - Call to book a table. View the menu, check prices, find on
the map, see photos and ratings.
Find out operation hours of Freshii, Edmonton, T5J 0R5 Rice Howard Way A Street, Freshii
Rice Howard Way. Freshii Edmonton hours.
Order from Freshii - Rice Howard in Edmonton ? Fast delivery straight to your home or office
? The best food delivery in Canada.
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